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Abstract: It can be shown that magnetism has falsified all atom and particle theories.

If two permanent magnets are held close to each other they will either pull together or push apart depending on their orientation. This literally means that either there is something in between the magnets allowing for them to determine their orientation, or that the magnets are not actually separated spatially, and that their appearance of separation is very powerful illusion of perception that humans have continually taken for granted. It should be no wonder why humans still do not understand one of the most basic of physical phenomena!

If two magnets are held apart in a hard vacuum they will also push apart or pull together depending on their orientation. This means that there is absolutely nothing in between the magnets yet they somehow know their orientation to each other. This can only lead to one obvious conclusion: The magnets are not separate at all and our perception is flawed as to the real nature of reality. This conclusion leads to the other logically sound development that nothing in the Universe is spatially disconnected. Therefore the argument that “atoms” exist is false, there are no spatially disconnected objects and the entire “bonding” dogma of atoms is also false. Nature does not operate according to the rules of the establishment’s belief system.

It would be a tragedy if we were to take magnets, assume they are separate, and then invent some “force” which is non-physical that connects the two, as forces are not real entities all we have are the magnets! It is therefore safe to say that not only is magnetism itself just a description of two seemingly separate entities that interact at a distance, but that magnetism is a phenomenon that is inherent in all matter. This then leads us to the conclusion that matter itself is not “material” that is “quantifiable” as per perception and mathematical-physics dogma, but pure electromagnetic interactions that can be manipulated in orderly fashion. Put frankly, there is no such thing as an “atom”. There simply cannot be, because the phenomenon known as magnetism acts at a distance without medium! Put much more frighteningly, the materialist/mathematical community which believes nature itself is made up of “particles” is complete nonsense! Nature is not mechanical at the most fundamental level as taught by the establishment, it is electromagnetic. Nature is un-physical, it operates in ways that we have yet to understand.

Atomic philosophy and magnetism contradict each other. They cannot both be correct.